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Abstract—This paper presents a new method for counterattack 
detection using estimated camera motion and evaluates some 
classification methods to detect this event. To this end, video is 
partitioned to shots and view type of each shot is recognized first.
Then, relative pan of the camera during far-view and medium-
view shots is estimated. After weighting of pan value of each 
frame according to the type of shots, the video is partitioned to 
motion segments. Then, motion segments are refined to achieve 
better results. Finally, the features extracted from consecutive 
motion segments are investigated for counterattack detection. We
propose two methods for counterattack detection: (1) rule-based 
(heuristic rules) and (2) SVM-based. Experiments show that the 
SVM classifier with linear or RBF kernel results in the best 
results. 

Index Terms—Broadcast soccer video, counterattack detection, 
camera motion estimation, event detection, video analysis. 

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, a variety of digital videos such as movies, news 
and sport videos are available on the web, hard disks, and non-
volatile memories. Thus, traditional indexing/retrieval methods 
(tag-based search), manual analysis and summarization of 
video data are boring and challenging. Thus, we need some 
automatic or semi-automatic systems to analyze the video and 
extract content and semantic of video. 

Sport video, especially soccer video is one of the interesting 
video types for analysis and information extraction. Sport 
video analysis is performed for video classification [1], video 
summarization [2, 3, 4, 5], video retrieval [6, 7], team/player 
tactic analysis [8, 9], developing referee-assistant systems [10,
11] and etc. Thus, it is demanded by coaches and sport 
reporters for technical and tactical analysis [8, 9] or statistical 
information of a match (e.g. percentage of ball possession 
[12]). Additionally, TV networks are interested to show 
advertisements on broadcast sport videos using virtual 
advertising techniques [13]. 

Almost all of the mentioned applications of sport video 
analysis are based on event detection. In fact, event is the basic 
entity of a video in the semantic level of computational 
hierarchy. Thus, a robust and high performance analysis is 

usually performed based on detection of events occurred in the 
video. 

Soccer event detection systems can be categorized into two 
categories. The first category includes the systems detect 
events in broadcast videos. These systems usually used for the 
application of video summarization [2, 3, 5], video 
indexing/retrieval [6, 7] and virtual advertising [13]. On the 
other hand, the second category includes the systems 
developed for event detection using a network of special 
cameras. The cameras used by such systems are fixed and 
usually covers the entire field of match. For example, the 
systems developed for real-time detection of goal vent [10] and 
offside event [11] are categorized in the second category. Such 
systems are usually used as referee-assistant systems. 

However researchers proposed a lot of methods for event 
detection in broadcast soccer videos, but they usually consider 
the most important events including goal [2, 3, 14, 15, 16],
attack [2, 7, 14, 16] and corner [2, 14, 16, 17]. There are only a 
few researches that detect other events such as offside [2, 14],
penalty [16], card [2] and counterattack [16] events. This paper 
presents a new method for counterattack detection. 

In sports science, there are two types of soccer 
counterattacks. One is slow and based on ball controlling that 
relies on a lot of short soccer passes in all directions. The other 
one is a quick direct attack by moving the ball forward into the 
goal of the other team. In general, counterattack refers to the 
second definition. Thus, in this paper we assume that a 
counterattack is a quick attack into the opposition half by the 
defending team after winning the ball from the team previously 
attacking. Counterattack detection may be used for different 
applications such as tactical analysis, video indexing/retrieval 
and video summarization. 

There is a main cue to detect a counter attack: fast turnover 
from one side of the playing field to the other side. This cue is 
also used for counterattack detection in [16]. The method 
proposed in [16], uses finite state machine and some heuristic 
rules to model some basic events (e.g. forward pass and 
turnover) in the feature space. Then, the system detects a 
counterattack when two specific basic events, i.e. forward pass 
and turnover are detected consequently. According to their 

 

 

 



experimental results, precision and recall rate of the proposed 
method are 83.3% and 83.3% respectively. This method is 
based on heuristic rules and may need to be adjusted when 
input video changes. 

In this paper, we present a new method for counterattack 
detection in broadcast soccer videos. Additionally, we compare 
performance of two classification approaches for counterattack 
detection. The first approach is rule-based and the second one 
is SVM (Support Vector Machine)-based. Remaining of our 
paper organized as follows. In Section II, details of the 
proposed method are presented. Experimental results are 
reported in Section III. Conclusions and future works are 
explained in Section IV. 

II. THE PROPOSED METHOD

Our proposed method detects counterattack based on 
camera motion estimation. Block diagram of our proposed 
method for counterattack detection is depicted in Fig 1. At first, 
boundaries of shots are detected and video is segmented to the 
shots. Then, view type of each shot is determined. For the shots 
shown in far-views (long-shots) or medium-views (medium-
shot), we estimate global motion of the camera. Then, the 
estimated camera pan is weighted and the video is segmented 
based on weighted camera pan. Finally, according to the 
estimated camera pan of consecutive motion segments, we 
detect counterattack events. 

Fig. 1. Block diagram of our proposed method for counterattack detection 

A. Shot Boundary Detection
Shot boundary detection is a low-level video processing 

that partitions the video into low-level parts. There are many 
methods for shot boundary detection [18, 19]. The main idea 
for shot boundary detection is based on calculating difference 
of features in consecutive frames. A fast and efficient method 
for shot boundary detection is based on the difference of color 
histograms of the consecutive frames. In this method, gradual 
shot transitions may be discarded, therefore, in the proposed 
method, the threshold applied for shot detection is determined 
adaptively to detect both of the abrupt and gradual shots. 

To detect shot transitions by a fast and reliable method, a 
16-bin histogram of each frame is computed for each of the 
RGB channels. Then, the histogram coefficients are normalized 
based on the size of the video frame. Therefore, there are 48 
histogram coefficients for each video frame. The sum of 
absolute difference of the histogram coefficients for the ith 
frame and its previous frame is denoted by idiffhist _ . The 
shot boundaries are detected by applying an adaptive threshold 
on diffhist _ . The adaptive threshold is defined according to 
the following equation for each video. 
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Here, diffhistmean _  is the average value of the vector 
diffhist _  for a video. Therefore, the threshold for shot 

detection is equal to the average value of some elements in 
diffhist _  that are greater than diffhistmean _ . By applying this 

threshold, cut and gradual shot transitions can be detected with 
a high detection rate. However, this method may detect some 
video segments with huge motion as shot transition. Since we 
need to minimize the overall shot transitions detection error, 
we may tradeoff some false shot transitions with detection of 
almost all cut and gradual shot transitions. 

B. View Type Recognition
View type of soccer video shots is usually divided into four 

types: (1) far-view (or long-shot), (2) medium-view (or 
medium-shot), (3) close-up, and (4) out-field [20]. Estimation 
of camera motion in the shots with far- and medium- view may 
help us to detect counterattack events. On the other hand, 
camera motion estimation of the shots with close-up or out-
field view is not useful for this purpose. Thus, in the proposed 
method, we classify the view types into three categories: (1) 
far-view (long-shots), (2) medium-view (medium-shot) and (3)
others (close-up and out-filed views).  

The first step of our view type classification is performed 
by detection of grass in the HSV color space. For this purpose, 
the grass color is detected using the approach presented in [21].
Then, the ratio of the grass pixels to the total pixels of the 
frame is calculated as GrassR . In addition, the size of the biggest 
object in the field is calculated as ObjS . The biggest object is 
detected by non-grass pixels in the grass field. This object must 
be surrounded by grass from all sides. In addition, proportion 
of the height to the width of the biggest object must be less 
than 10. 

In a far- or medium- view shot, we expect to have a high 
GrassR  value, while ObjS  of far-view shots is greater than 

medium-view shots [2, 4]. These features are fed to a cascade 
classifier including two linear SVM classifiers for view type 
classification. The proposed cascade classifier rejects the shots 
with other view types by the first SVM. Then, the second SVM 
classifies the remaining samples into far- and medium- view 
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types. Fig 2 depicts our proposed cascade classifier for view 
type recognition. 

Processing of all frames in a shot is not necessary for 
recognition of the view type of that shot, then only 5 frames are 
selected from 10%, 30%, 50%, 70%, and 90% of shots 
duration. After classification of the view type of the selected 
frames, the majority vote method is used to estimate the view 
type of the shot. 

Fig. 2. Our proposed cascade classifier for view type recognition 

C. Camera Motion Estimation 
For estimation of the camera motion in a shot, we use the 

method presented in [22]. In this method, a fast block-based 
approach is used for global motion estimation in MPEG-1
videos. In fact, in this paper, camera motion estimation is 
performed by motion vectors extracted from MPEG codes in 
each shot separately. Thus, it is very fast. Additionally, this 
method is robust because it uses a reliable mechanism for 
removal of noise and outlier data. 

In this method, we assume camera motion is constructed by 
three basic motions: pan, tilt and zoom. After extraction of 
reliable motion vectors, a pixel (x,y) in the current frame is 
mapped to the corresponding pixel (x',y') in the previous 
reference frame by: 
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where z, p and t stands for zoom (scale), pan and tilt 
respectively. Putting start and end point of each motion vector 
of a frame in (2) results in a linear equation system. We 
achieve to the initial values of the parameters of camera motion 
when this linear equation system is solved. In the next step, the 
initial parameters of camera motion are refined by an iterative 
method [22]. 

The result values for the parameters of camera motion are 
relative amounts. In other words, the value of pan, tilt and 
zoom of the camera is estimated for each frame of a shot 
relatively with respect to the first frame of that shot. 

In our proposed method for counterattack detection, we 
assume camera zoom is almost constant during a shot. Thus, 
we need only pan value of camera motion. In fact, pan value of 
camera motion shows the horizontal movement of camera 
along the field from on half to the other half. 

In a counterattack event, team A attacks to team B, then 
team B wins the ball and attacks to team A quickly. Therefore, 
camera moves from left (right) to right (left) when team A 
attacks (forward movement); and then, camera moves from 
right (left) to left (right) when team B counterattacks (turnover 
movement). The forward movement and the turnover 
movement are two basic events that compose a counterattack 
event when they occur consequently. Although these two basic 
events occur consequently, they may be shown in a shot or in 
some shots with different view types. Thus, we partition the 
video to the new segments called motion segments. 

To this end, pan of the camera is estimated for all far-view 
and medium-view shots. Also, zero is used as the pan of the 
camera for the shots with other view types (close-up and out-
filed). Finally, a signal denoted by P is generated that shows 
the pan of the camera for each frame. Fig 3 shows the pan 
signal of a match (Italy vs. Slovakia, 1st half). P contains both 
positive and negative values. Positive values show that the 
movement of the camera is to the right side. In contrary,
negative values show that the camera moves to the left side. 
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Fig. 3. Estimated pan signal (P) of a sample match (Italy vs. Slovakia, 1st 
half).  
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Fig. 4. Estimated camera pan of the frames appeared during two consecutive 
shots. The first shot has far-view and the second one has medium-view. 
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(A)                                                    (B)

(C)                                                      (D) 

Fig. 5. Sample frames related to the far-view shot mentioned in Fig 4. 

(E)                                                      (F)

(G)                                                  (H)

Fig. 6. Sample frames related to the medium-view shot mentioned in Fig 4. 
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Fig. 7. Weighted pan signal (P) of the sample match (Italy vs. Slovakia, 1st 
half). Original pan signal of this match is shown in Fig 3. 

As mentioned before, the main drawback of our method for 
camera motion estimation is that we estimate only relative 
amounts of parameters. On the other hand, pan of the camera in 
a far-view shot is usually less than in a medium-view shot. In a 
far-view shot, camera may cover the region of interest with 
lower motion, but in a medium-view shot, covering the region 
of interest needs more camera motion, including camera pan. 
To have a better insight about camera pan in far-view and 
medium-view shots, we show the changes of pan value during 

some frames of two different shots in Fig 4. Fig 4 shows the 
estimated pan value of the frames appeared during two 
consecutive shots. The first shot has a far-view and the second 
one has a medium-view. Some sample frames related to these 
shots are shown in Fig 5 and 6. According to Fig 4, 5 and 6, 
when camera moves to the left, estimated pan is negative and 
vice versa. But the absolute value of the estimated pan for the 
medium-view shot is greater than the far-view shot. 

According to the above explanations, camera pan during 
the frames of a medium-view shot changes faster than a far-
view shot. Thus, we use a simple method to weight the P
signal. Based on the trial and error experiments, we assume the 
weight 1 and 0.25 for far-view and medium-view shots 
respectively. In other words, P value of the frames related to 
medium shots is replaced by one fourth of its previous value, 
while P value of the frames of far-view shots is remaining 
without any change. The weighted pan signal of the previously 
mentioned match (Italy vs. Slovakia, 1st half) is shown in Fig 
7. Thereafter, we substitute P signal by weighted P signal. 

D. Video Segmentation based on Camera Pan
Based on the P signal, the video is partitioned to the motion 

segments. To this end, sign of P signal is calculated first. Sign 
of P shows the side of camera pan (-1 for left movement, +1 
for right movement and 0 for no movement). The consecutive 
frames those have a same sign are put in a same segment. 
Thus, the frame that sign of P signal changes in there is 
detected as boundary of motion segmentation. In other words, 
in boundary of segments, sign of P signal changes. The motion 
segments are classified into three classes based on the sign of P
signal: (1) no motion, (2) movement to the right and (3) 
movement to the left. 

In the next step, we refine the result of motion 
segmentation by a simple algorithm. We know that the camera 
may move to right (or left) altogether while the camera 
movement may be stopped for a few seconds. Additionally, 
during forward passes between players of a team in an attack to 
the right side, the players may pass the ball together with a 
short backward pass. This may cause a camera movement to 
the left for a very short time, while the overall movement of 
camera is to the right side. Thus, we change the signs of very 
short motion segments (shorter than 25 frames) to zero value.
Then, we concatenate very short segments to the next segment.
Also, we replace the P values of such very short segments by 
the average P value of the next segment which was merged by 
the very short segment. 

E. Counterattack Detection
After refinement of motion segmentation, some features are 

extracted from the ith motion segment iM : 

1. 1
iT : start point of motion segment (in frame) 

2. 2
iT : stop points of motion segment (in frame) 

3. iL : length of motion segment (in frame) 
4. iS : sign (side) of movement (-1 ,0, +1) 
5. iA : average of P signal during the motion segment 

 

 

 



Finally, two motion segments that have different sign (±1) 
and occur close together may be considered for counterattack 
event. For counterattack detection, we propose some simple 
rules applied on a motion segment iM . At first, we find the 
nearest motion segment jM  occurred before iM  that 

ji SS . Then, a segment of video occurred in 21
ij TT  is a 

counterattack event if: 

ervalji ThTT int
21

lengthi ThL

lengthj ThL
2
1

averagei ThA

averagej ThA
2
1

According to above rules, iM  and jM  must occur close 
enough together. Also the length and the average of P signal of 

iM  and jM  must greater than some thresholds. In this case, 

iM  and jM  are the forward pass and turnover events 
respectively. The threshold applied for jM  is one half of the 
threshold applied for iM , because the attack (forward pass) 
may occur slower than counterattack (turnover). 

In addition to the proposed rule-based method, we use an 
SVM classifier for counterattack detection. First the features 
are calculated from the candidate iM  and jM  ( ji SS ): 

21
ji TT , iL , jL , iA , jA . Then, the features are normalized 

(with zero mean and unit variance) and fed to an SVM for 
counterattack detection. Output of the SVM is 1 if a 
counterattack event is detected. We evaluate performance of 
different kernel of SVM for counterattack detection. 

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experiments are performed on some broadcast soccer 
videos related to FIFA World Cup 2010, South Africa. The 
selected matches are listed in Table I. The total duration of this 
dataset is about 10 hours. All videos are 720×480 and the video 
frame rate is 25 fps in MPEG-1 format. 

TABLE I. LIST OF VIDEOS USED FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. 

Video # Description Video # Description

1 Germany vs. 
Argentina (1st Half) 2 Germany vs. 

Argentina (2nd Half)

3 Germany vs. 
England (1st Half) 4 Germany vs. 

England (2nd Half)

5 Germany vs. Spain 
(1st Half) 6 Germany vs. Spain 

(2nd Half)

7 Germany vs. 
Uruguay (1st Half) 8 Germany vs. 

Uruguay (2nd Half)

9 Greece vs. Argentina 
(1st Half) 10 Greece vs. Argentina 

(2nd Half)

11 Slovakia vs. Italy(1st 
Half) 12 Slovakia vs. Italy 

(2nd Half)

We proposed two approaches for counterattack detection: 
rule-based and SVM-based. The rule-based approach is 
performed by some heuristic rules defined by an expert. Also, 
for the second approach, we may use different kernels for the 
SVM classifier. In our experiments, we evaluate linear, 
polynomial and RBF (Radial Basis Functions) kernels. 

The first approach does not need training, but we have to 
tune our thresholds based on some samples. Also, SVM must 
be trained before using as a classifier. For tuning our first 
approach and training of SVM in the second approach, we use 
the videos # 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 11. Thus, the entire counterattack 
events occurred in these videos (totally 46 samples) is selected 
as positive samples. For negative samples, we select 46 
samples manually form training videos to have a balanced 
training data set. 

For evaluation of different kernels of SVM, we apply three 
kernel types: linear, polynomial and RBF. The linear kernel has 
not any parameter, but for polynomial and RBF kernels, the 
parameter of kernel is the degree of polynomial function (p) 
and the radius of radial function (r). For polynomial kernels, 
we evaluate different values for p: 2, 3, 4 and 5. Also for RBF 
kernels, we use different values for r: 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4 
and 0.5. 

According to our experiments, the best values for the 
parameter of polynomial and RBF kernels are p=2 and r=0.1, 
respectively. The results achieved for performance evaluation 
of different methods are shown in Table II. 

According to the achieved results, performance of SVM 
classifiers with linear and RBF (r=0.1) kernels are better than 
other methods. Although linear and RBF kernels have different 
precision and recall, the F-measure of both is same. 

TABLE II. RESULTS OF OUR EXPERIMENTS TO EVALUATE DIFFERENT 
APPROACHES FOR COUNTERATTACK EVENT DETECTION. 

# True 
Detected

# False 
Detected

# False 
Rejected Precision Recall F-

Measure

Rule-Based 31 20 27 60.8% 53.4% 56.9%
SVM

Linear 35 21 24 62.5% 58.6% 60.5%

SVM 
Polynomial p=2 34 26 24 56.7% 58.6% 57.6%

SVM
RBF r=0.1 34 22 23 60.7% 60.3% 60.5%

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented a new method for counterattack event 
detection using estimated camera pan. To this end, relative pan 
of the camera during shots was estimated. Then, the pan values 
were weighted based on the view type of shots. After 
weighting of pan signal, the video was partitioned to motion 
segments based on the camera pan. Then, motion segments 
were refined to remove very short segments and combine very 
short segments with its long neighbors. Finally, we proposed 
two methods for counterattack detection: (1) rule-based 
(heuristic rules) and (2) SVM-based. 

Results showed that the rule-based method has the lowest 
performance with respect to SVM-based method. Although 
SVM-based method is better than rule-based method, different 

 

 

 



kernels of SVM resulted in different precision, recall and F-
measure. According to the achieved results, the SVM classifier 
with linear or RBF (r=0.1) kernel resulted in the best F-
measure. 

For future works, we propose to remove replay parts as a 
preprocessing phase. This preprocessing phase may decrease 
mistakes of the system, especially decrease false detection rate. 

Also, ensemble approaches for classification may increase 
precision and recall rate for counterattack detection. The 
ensemble approaches resulted in better performance for the 
previous applications of image and video analysis [1, 23]. 

Results of counterattack detection may be used for coaches 
to analyze strategies and tactics of own and opponent teams.
Although our proposed automatic system for counterattack 
detection is not very accurate, we may develop a semi-
automatic system as a Decision Support System (DSS) that 
helps the coaches to detect counterattacks accurately with a 
little information inserted manually. 
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